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From the very beginning, our books have represented a vast array of cultures 
and perspectives, while also providing children of all backgrounds a mirror  
of their own experiences. This season, we were as motivated as ever to  
create a space where everyone belongs — quite literally in the case of  
our new release, Whole Whale (see page 2)! You’ll find titles for mind- 
and-body wellness that are accessible to people of all abilities (see page  
10), a new book about a cat who defines her own unique identity (see  
Jet the Cat (Is Not a Cat) on page 4) and so much more!

This season’s collection is also a tribute to our precious planet. We’re 
delighted to present a wide selection of products that encourage  
kids to explore, learn about and honor the great outdoors.

Please enjoy browsing the pages of this catalog, and  
discover many more books and gifts on our website!

Look for this symbol throughout the catalog to find 
our animated singalongs with enhanced CD 
and online video and audio access.

Look for this symbol throughout the catalog to 
find our books with online audiobook access.

To access our online audiobooks & animated singalongs:
1. Purchase your book.
2.  Find and scan the QR code or visit the web link

printed on your book.
3.  Stream the story or song from your mobile device

or computer . . . and enjoy!

Nancy Traversy 
CEO & Co-Founder

Warm wishes,

Honored  
Honored  by by ForbesForbes  as one of the  25 Best SmallCompanies inAmerica

Our mission is to:



NNeew!w!

No one likes to be left out! Laugh along with the BIG book

that fosters both kindness and mathematics.
Nelleke Verhoeff has illustrated  

several books, including The  
Bread Pet (see page 34), and  

was a finalist in the Silent Book  
Contest at the 2018 Bologna 

Children’s Book Fair. She lives in 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands.

As the founder of Conscious Style Guide 
and Editors of Color, author Karen Yin 
embraces inclusiveness and making 
space for all. She lives with her partner 
and their cats on a mountain not too 
far from Los Angeles, California, USA. 
Whole Whale is her debut picture book.

 One hundred  
 might fit in this 
    tale, but can we fit

a whole 
         blue 
            whale?

 One hundred  
 might fit in this  
    tale, but can we fit

a whole  
blue  

            whale?

 One hundred  
 might fit in this  
    tale, but can we fit

a whole  
blue  

            whale?

Interiors from Whole Whale

Illustration from Whole Whale

NEW! MAY 2021   
Whole Whale
Written by Karen Yin  
Illustrated by Nelleke Verhoeff

AGES 2 – 6  |  One hundred unusual animals try to 
squeeze into the pages of this raucous rhyming tale. 
But will there be room to fit a whole blue whale? 
The humorous ending features an expansive double 
foldout page and the final page lists all 100 animals 
featured in the book.
32 PAGES   11¾ X 11¾ IN   2 GATEFOLDS    
HARDCOVER   9781646861637   $19.99 usd / $24.99 cad

Includes a 40-inch-wide double foldout page!

Seek and find  
all 100 animals!

Push!
Harder!

Push!
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NEW! MAY 2021
Jet the Cat (Is Not a Cat)

Written by Phaea Crede and illustrated by Terry Runyan

AGES 3 – 7  |  Jet is not like any other cat . . . but when other animals try to 
convince her that she’s really a bird or a frog or a goat, she learns to embrace her 

unique identity. This hilarious story teaches us to celebrate our differences.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    

HARDCOVER   9781646861668   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646861675   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Meet the unique cat who Meet the unique cat who defines her own identity

and encourages others to do the same.and encourages others to do the same.

“I am a “I am a CATCAT  UNLIKE any  UNLIKE any 

otherother CAT. But I’m still a . But I’m still a CATCAT.  .  

And a great And a great CATCAT at that.” at that.”

Interiors from Jet the Cat (Is Not a Cat)

Illustrations from  
Jet the Cat (Is Not a Cat)

Illustrator Terry Runyan loves animals, 

particularly cats, and you’ll usually find furry, 

feathery and fishy friends in her work. She teaches 

art classes online and enjoys sharing her journey and 

insights on her popular social media platforms. Terry 

lives outside of Kansas City, Missouri, USA. You can 

find her on Instagram @terryrunyan.

Phaea Crede writes silly stories for 

silly kids. Serious kids, too! Jet the  

Cat (Is Not a Cat) is her debut picture 

book. Phaea lives outside Boston,  

Massachusetts, USA, with her husband, 

two kiddos, and a slightly stinky dog named Gus. 

Visit her at www.phaeacrede.com.
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Get Out and Play!
Our newest activity deck will entice kids to explore 

nature this spring, summer and beyond!

NEW! FEBRUARY 2021 
Kids’ Garden 
50 Hands-on Activities 
 for All Seasons
Written by Whitney Cohen, Life Lab 
Illustrated by Roberta Arenson

AGES 6  – 10  |  Dig in, explore the garden  
and have fun indoors and out! 50 easy-
to-follow activity cards in 5 engaging 
categories invite children to learn not just 
the basics of gardening, but also new ways 
of looking at nature. New revised edition 
includes 10 brand-new activities! 
DECK OF 50 CARDS WITH 8-PAGE ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET    
BOX SIZE 5½ X 7¼ X 1¼ IN    
9781646861606   $14.99 usd / $19.99 cad  

Bursting 
with  

hands-on 
ideas!

 Cool 
projects!

Engaging
challenges

Includes a 
leaflet for 

learning about 
garden tools 
and safety.

Whitney Cohen is an educator 
and mother with a tremendous 
commitment to garden-based 
learning. She is the Education 
Director of Life Lab and a 
lecturer at the University of 
California Santa Cruz. Visit Life 
Lab online at www.lifelab.org.

Illustrations from Kids’ Garden
Cards from Kids’ Garden

Roberta Arenson is an 
award-winning artist who 
has illustrated several 
titles for Barefoot Books. 
Using various art media, 
including painted papers, 
pastels and watercolors, 
Roberta employs an array 
of colors, shapes and 
patterns to create her 
dense, vibrant collages.

INCLUDES

50 cards
IN 5 categories:

Exploring the Garden
Learn new ways of looking

Discovering Creatures
Explore natural habitats

Planting and Growing
Sow exciting garden beds

Fun with Plants
Get creative in the garden

More Bestselling Activity Decks

Mindful Kids
See page 47  
to learn more!
DECK   9781782853275   
$14.99 usd / $19.99 cad

Yoga Pretzels
See page 46  
to learn more!
DECK  9781905236046   
$14.99 usd / $19.99 cad

Global Kids
See page 28  
to learn more!
DECK  9781782858294   
$14.99 usd / $19.99 cad

Creating Garden Art
Make arty-crafty gifts
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I Like the Rain
24 PAGES   7¾ X 7¾ IN   
HARDCOVER   9781646860982    
$9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

I Like the Snow
24 PAGES   7¾ X 7¾ IN   
HARDCOVER   9781646860968    
$9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

I Like the Wind
24 PAGES   7¾ X 7¾ IN   
HARDCOVER   9781646860944    
$9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

I Like the Sun
24 PAGES   7¾ X 7¾ IN   
HARDCOVER   9781646861002    
$9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

NEW! FEBRUARY 2021
I Like the Weather Series  |  Written by Sarah Nelson and illustrated by Rachel Oldfield

AGES 3 – 7 |  Lyrical, rhyming text and playful, hand-painted illustrations invite young readers to share in the 
rhythm of the rushing rain, the warmth of the shining sun, the mystery of the whistling wind and the beauty 
of swirling snow. Each book includes educational STEM endmatter about its respective weather element 
and how it helps humans and the planet.

Rain, sun, wind or snow, this poetic new series teaches and delights.

Sarah Nelson lives with her 
husband in Minnesota, 
USA, where she likes 
walking barefoot in the 
rain. Sarah is also a 
teacher and the author 
of several other books 
for young children. Learn 
more about Sarah and her  
books at www.sarahnelsonbooks.com.

Rachel Oldfield lives with  
her husband and three  
sons in England where  

she teaches illustration  
at the University of  

Gloucestershire. Rachel  
has also illustrated  

Up, Up, Up! and Outdoor  
Opposites for Barefoot Books.

More Stories About Weather
Skip through the Seasons
See page 20 to learn more!
PAPERBACK   9781905236718   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Listen, Listen
See page 23 to learn more!
LARGE BOARD BOOK   9781846862014   
$14.99 usd / $18.99 cad

Educational endnotes explain 
the science of weather!

Bear In Sunshine
See our website to learn more!
BOARD BOOK  9781841489230   
$7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Interior from I Like the Snow

Interior from I Like the Sun

Interior from I Like the Wind

Interior from I Like the Rain

Illustration from I Like the Sun
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Our new yoga board books are

tailor-made for toddlers!

Fun, rhyming text on one side

Step-by-step instructions
on the other

More Mind & Body Products
Mindful Kids
See page 47 to learn more!
DECK   9781782853275   $14.99 usd / $19.99 cad

Yoga Pretzels
See page 46 to learn more!
DECK  9781905236046   $14.99 usd / $19.99 cad

Mindful Tots: Animal Antics
See page 47 to learn more!
BOARD BOOK    9781782859369   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Mindful Tots: Loving Kindness
See page 47 to learn more!
BOARD BOOK   9781782857495   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Mindful Tots: Rest & Relax
See page 47 to learn more!
BOARD BOOK   9781782859352   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Mindful Tots: Tummy Ride
See page 47 to learn more!
BOARD BOOK   9781782857488   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Stand tall • Reach for your toes • Step back • Lift your tail  Bark at the sun! • Stand up • Bring your hands to your heart

Award-winning illustrator Estelí Meza holds 
a Master’s Degree in Visual Arts from the 
National Autonomous University of 
Mexico and has exhibited her work 
internationally. She illustrates 
books for children as well as 
culture magazines in Mexico.

Tessa co-founded Barefoot Books 
with Nancy Traversy in the early 
1990s, and has gone on to create 

many highly acclaimed children’s 
books, including the numerous books 

she has written under her pseudonym, 
Stella Blackstone. She is also mother to 
three adult children, a yoga practitioner and 
a licensed psychotherapist. Tessa now lives 
and works in Somerset, southwest England.

NEW! FEBRUARY 2021   Yoga Tots: Calm Bunny
Written by Tessa Strickland and illustrated by Estelí Meza

AGES 2 – 4  |  Charming illustrations and step-by-step instructions take little 
ones through a soothing series of basic yoga poses. Simple, descriptive 
language invites young children to pretend to be a bunny and then a snake, 
moving their bodies into specific yoga poses inspired by these creatures.
14 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK   9781646861583   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

NEW! FEBRUARY 2021   Yoga Tots: Strong Puppy
Written by Tessa Strickland and illustrated by Estelí Meza

AGES 2 – 4  |  Lead very young children through a simple sun 
salutation! Playful text invites young yogis to pretend to be a 
puppy, moving their doggie bodies into specific yoga poses.
14 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK   9781646861590   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Each book includes a short yoga routine

Interiors from Yoga Tots: Calm Bunny and Yoga Tots: Strong Puppy

Illustrations from Yoga Tots: Strong Puppy
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Educational endnotes teach about 
the Creole language, Carnival and  

ways of life in Saint Lucia.

NNeew!w!

   When Melba misses her ride to Carnival, 

unexpected new friends help
save her favorite day.  

Award-winning author Baptiste Paul  
grew up in Saint Lucia and now lives in 

Wisconsin, USA. As he was never able to 
participate in the Carnival parade when he  

was young, this book brings one of his 
childhood dreams to life.

A	Celebration
in	Saint	Lucia

Artist Jana Glatt remembers participating 
in the professional parade of Samba 

Schools with all of her friends.  
Whether she is creating 

costumes for Carnival 
or illustrations for 
books, she enjoys 

experimenting with 
bright palettes, prints, 

hats and more. She  
lives in Rio de  

Janeiro, Brazil.

Educational endnotes teach about the Creole language, Carnival and ways of life in Saint Lucia.

Also available in Spanish and French

An #OwnVoices tale! NEW! MARCH 2021
To Carnival!   A Celebration in Saint Lucia
Written by Baptiste Paul and illustrated by  Jana Glatt

AGES 4 – 10  |  The sights, sounds and tastes of vibrant Saint Lucia come to life in 
this cumulative #OwnVoices tale of a girl’s journey to Carnival. When a series of 
unexpected delays disrupts her journey to the big parade, Melba must adjust both 
her expectations and her route to the festivities. Who will she meet and what will 
she learn along the way? Includes educational endnotes and a pronunciation guide.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN   HARDCOVER   9781646861613   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646861620   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK   9781646862153   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
FRENCH PAPERBACK   9781646862160   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Let’s Celebrate!
See page 28 to learn more!
HARDCOVER   9781782858331   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 

My Granny Went 
to Market
See page 33 to learn more!
PAPERBACK   9781905236626   
$7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 

Mama Panya’s Pancakes
See page 35 to learn more!
PAPERBACK   9781905236640   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

More Global Titles

Illustrations and interiors from
 To Carnival!

 “A must-have picture book that  
educates while it thoroughly entertains” 

— Kirkus Reviews, starred review
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NEW! MAY 2021
Family Reunion 
Written by Chad & Dad Richardson  
Illustrated by Ashleigh Corrin

AGES 4 – 10  |  In this contemporary #OwnVoices 
tale, a boy is reluctant to go to his family reunion, 
which he’s sure will be boring. Vivid, poetic 
language and rich illustrations bring readers along 
for the boy’s emotional journey, as he ultimately 
finds himself enjoying the large and joyous 
gathering in spite of himself. This modern kid’s-
eye view depiction of a Black American extended 
family reunion celebrates the importance of 
kinship and intergenerational ties.
24 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781646862184   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646862191   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

A boy discovers the JOY of connecting with his roots  

in this #OwnVoices tale of a family reunion.

Chad and Dad Richardson are a son-and-father writing team. A graduate  
of the University of Cincinnati, Chad is a financial analyst who lives in 
Columbus, Ohio, USA. Dad, otherwise known as Charles, is an Associate 
Professor of Management and Marketing at Sinclair Community College and 
lives in Liberty Township, Ohio, USA. Family Reunion is their debut picture book.Family is

EVERYTHING

“This was a great opportunity to 
 show Black people of all ages living  
and loving and feeling joy together.”

—  Ashleigh Corrin, illustrator  
of Family Reunion

Ashleigh Corrin is the 2020 Ezra Jack Keats  
award-winning illustrator of Layla’s Happiness,  
a Kirkus and SLJ star reviewed children’s book.  
She drew inspiration for her illustrations in Family 
Reunion from photographs, people she’s met in her 
life and fond memories of her own family reunions. 
Ashleigh lives in Virginia, USA with her family.

From My Window
See page 30 to learn more!
HARDCOVER   9781782859772   
$17.99 usd / $22.99 cad

The Girl with a Brave Heart
See page 34 to learn more!
PAPERBACK   9781846869310   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

A Gift for Amma
See page 31 to learn more!
PAPERBACK   9781646860623   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

La Frontera
See page 37 to learn more!
BILINGUAL SPANISH HARDCOVER    
9781782853886   $17.99 usd / $22.99 cad

More #OwnVoices Titles
Interiors from Family Reunion

Illustration from Family Reunion
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THE Kind MESSENGER
This race-the-clock tale of perseverance                  and compassion will have readers on the edge of their seats!

• Features an indigenous hero
•  Includes a glossary of Quechua words
•  Educational endnotes teach about

the Inka Empire

Author Mariana Llanos is a 
Peruvian-born writer of children’s 

literature. In 2017, she was selected 
as the Best Latino Artist by the Hispanic 

Arts Council of Oklahoma, where she 
resides. She currently serves as the Inclusion 

and Diversity Chair for the Oklahoma Chapter of 
the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators.

Mariana Ruiz Johnson is an award-winning children’s 
book illustrator. She lives on the outskirts of  
Buenos Aires, Argentina with her husband 
 and two children. Mariana has also  
illustrated The Last Hazelnut (see page 36)  
and Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes (see  
page 44) for Barefoot Books.

NEW! MAY 2021
Run, Little Chaski!   An Inka Trail Adventure

Written by Mariana Llanos and illustrated by Mariana Ruiz Johnson

AGES 3 – 7  |  In this tale set in the ancient Inka empire, Little Chaski has a big 
job as the newest royal messenger. He must get a message to the King before 
sunset! But things quickly go awry as he comes across creatures in need and 
must decide between helping them or arriving late. Provides readers with a 

memorable message about balancing personal achievement with caring for 
others. Endnotes include a glossary of Quechua words and information about 

the Inka Empire, chaskis (messengers) and the Inka Trail.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   

HARDCOVER   9781646861644   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646861651   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 

SPANISH PAPERBACK   9781646862177    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Also available in Spanish

Interiors from Run, Little Chaski!

Illustrations from 
Run, Little Chaski!

NNeew!w! A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection
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AAwward ard 
WWiinnnneerr

Turn the page to reveal the
answer on the right!

I’m aa 
haare!

Moonlight shines on my long eaars 
aas I munch on fresh graass. I leaave 

the moon aa present: six little 
baalls of poop! Who aam I?

Po
op

!

The riddle on the left
introduces a unique animal

My faace is heaart-shaaped, fluffy with 
white feaathers. My eyes aare two 

glowing laanterns. My dinner: delicious 
mice! I caan turn my heaad neaarly aall  

the waay aaround aand I’m aawaake  
aall night long. Who aam I?

Tw
ee

t!

I’m aan 
owl!

After she laays our egg, Maamaa is very 
hungry. Come snuggle with Paapaa, little 
egg! Caarefully, we tuck it onto my feet 
under my waarm belly feaathers. Now 

Maamaa caan go find fresh fish. Who aam I?

Cr
aac

k!

I’m aan
emperor 
penguin!

Interiors from Crack!

Illustrations from Tweet!, Poop! and Crack! 

Learn about eggs, feathers and
even poop in these interactive books

about the animal kingdom.

More Interactive Board Books
Wild Week
See page 39 to  
learn more!
LIFT-THE-FLAP  
BOARD BOOK   
9781782859758   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Night and Day
See page 39 to  
learn more!
LIFT-THE-FLAP  
BOARD BOOK   
9781782859741   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Each book includes 
fact-packed 

educational endnotes!

Poop!
Written by  
Beatriz Giménez de Ory 
Illustrated by  
Carles Ballesteros
9781646860913

Crack!
Written by  
Beatriz Giménez de Ory 
Illustrated by  
Paloma Valdivia
9781646860937

Tweet!
Written by  
María José Ferrada 
Illustrated by  
Magdalena Pérez
9781646860920

NEW! JANUARY 2021
Slide-and-See Series
AGES 3 – 6 |  Introduce budding  
scientists to three fun STEM topics — 
birds, poop and eggs! These interactive 
board books feature riddles about 
different animals, and images that 
transform as you turn the page to 
reveal the answer. Includes fact-packed 
educational notes at the end. 
28 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN    
SLIDE-AND-SEE BOARD BOOK   
$14.99 usd / $19.99 cad

Interior from
 Poop!

Tillywig Award Winner!
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Barefoot Books Incredible Animals
Written by Dunia Rahwan and illustrated by Paola Formica

AGES 8 – 12 | In this beautifully illustrated guide, discover exciting 
information about unusual animals from all around the world. A delightfully 
quirky system of organization introduces the reader to the superlatives of 
the animal kingdom, from “top predators” to “expert architects.” A must-
have encyclopedia for any animal enthusiast! 
64 PAGES   10 X 11¾ IN   HARDCOVER    
9781646860661   $19.99 usd / $24.99 cad

Interior from Barefoot Books Incredible Animals

BesBestt--  
sseeller!ller!

Critically Critically 
AcclaimedAcclaimed

BesBestt--  
sseeller!ller!

Critically Critically 
AcclaimedAcclaimed

Critically Critically 
AcclaimedAcclaimed

From geology to zoology, our STEM books 
unearth fascinating facets of nature.

WEATHERWEATHER

FARM-TO-TABLEFARM-TO-TABLE

GEOLOGYGEOLOGY

ZOOLOGYZOOLOGY

MARINE BIOLOGYMARINE BIOLOGY SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY

The Beeman
Written by Laurie Krebs and illustrated by Valeria Cis

AGES 4 – 10 |  Join Grandpa as he tends to his  
beehives and collects the honey the bees 
make. Includes 6 pages of notes on bees and 
the science of beekeeping, plus an apple  
honey muffin recipe!
40 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781846862601   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Millie’s Chickens
Written by Brenda Williams 

Illustrated by Valeria Cis

AGES 5 – 9 | Discover suburban backyard 
chicken farming in this playful rhyming 

story. Includes 7 pages of facts, including 
directions for 4 easy egg dishes.

40 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781782850830   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Grandpa’s Garden
Written by Stella Fry and  
illustrated by Sheila Moxley

AGES 3 – 7 | Billy wants to help Grandpa 
in his garden, but he wonders why 
everything takes so long! In 10 pages  
of informational notes, learn how to 
plan a vegetable patch and how to  
care for it throughout the year.
40 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781846868092   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Skip through the Seasons
Written by Stella Blackstone 
Illustrated by Maria Carluccio

AGES 1 – 7 |  Hop, skip and 
jump your way into learning 
about seasons, months and 
days of the week! 
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   
PAPERBACK   
9781905236718   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK   
9781846862915   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 

A Rainbow of Rocks
Written by Kate DePalma

AGES 3 – 7 |  A rainbow of rocks 
— from ruby to amethyst and 
beyond! Eye-popping close-up 
photos of real, vibrant rocks 
and minerals in a rainbow of 
colors are brought to life by 
lyrical, rhyming text about 
the many facets of geology. 
Includes educational notes 
perfect for STEM learning.
24 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782859864   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782859925   
$7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Interior from  Grandpa’s Garden

Home for a Penguin,  
Home for a Whale
Written by Brenda Williams  
Illustrated by Annalisa Beghelli

AGES 3 – 8 |  Explore the ocean 
homes of 23  marine animals in this  
narrative nonfiction picture book.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782857433   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782857440    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Out of the Blue
Illustrated by Alison Jay

AGES 1 – 7 |  What will the 
storm bring up from the deep 
blue sea? With this stunning 
wordless book, you’ll choose 
your own words to tell the 
story that unfolds! 
32 PAGES   10 X 10 IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782850427   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad

Illustrations from Barefoot Books Incredible Animals
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Introduce l ittle learners to the p
lanet’

s na
tur

al

wonders with adorable early scien
ce b

ook
s.

AGES 0 – 4  |  Take a trip down to the 
farm, through the forest and into the 
garden — there are lots of friendly 
animals waiting to play peek-a-boo! 
Learn about animal habitats with 
the playful rhyming text and collage 
illustrations in this delightful trio.
24 PAGES   8⅝ X 8⅝ IN   
LARGE BOARD BOOK

Peek-a-Boo Board Books 
Written by Phillis Gershator 
Illustrated by Jill McDonald

Who’s in the Farmyard?
9781846865749   $14.99 usd / $18.99 cad

Who’s in the Forest?
9781846864766   $14.99 usd / $18.99 cad

Who’s in the Garden?
9781846864032   $14.99 usd / $18.99 cad

Secret Seahorse
Written by Stella Blackstone 
Illustrated by Clare Beaton

AGES 1 – 4  |  Coral reefs and sea 
caves come alive with colorful 
fabric illustrations. As little 
landlubbers search for the sparkly 
seahorse on each page, they’ll 
learn lots of underwater words!
24 PAGES   6⅝ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK   
9781905236152   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 

 “This jewel of a  
book will draw children  
back again and again” 
— Booklist, starred review

Laptime Stories   Illustrated by Alison Jay

AGES 1 – 4  |  Alison Jay’s stunning crackle-varnish illustrations 
make these stories unforgettable gifts. Mimic the sounds in 
Listen, Listen and explore the serenely magical world after dark 
in I Took the Moon for a Walk.

Listen, Listen
Written by  
Phillis Gershator
32 PAGES   8⅝ X 8⅝ IN  
LARGE BOARD BOOK   
9781846862014   
$14.99 usd / $18.99 cad

I Took the Moon for a Walk
Written by Carolyn Curtis
32 PAGES 
8⅝ X 8⅝ IN   LARGE BOARD BOOK    
9781846862007   $14.99 usd / $18.99 cad 
8½ X 10¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781841488035   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK    
9781782850847   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
FRENCH PAPERBACK    
9781782853008   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

 Each page has a 
cut-out designed for

peek-a-boo fun!

Illustration from Who’s in the Garden?

Interior from Listen, Listen

Interior from Who’s in the Farmyard?
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Star Seeker
A Journey to Outer Space
Written by Theresa Heine  
Illustrated by Victor Tavares

AGES 5 – 11 |  Travel with 2 
children as they soar across our 
solar system! Poetic text and 
imaginative illustrations blend 
science with mythology. Includes 
information about the solar 
system and star lore.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN   PAPERBACK   
9781846863851   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Space Song Rocket Ride
Written by Sunny Scribens, illustrated by  

David Sim and sung by Mark Collins

AGES 3 – 7 | Blast through the galaxy to our own 
solar system and explore the mysteries of space to 
a rocking beat. Packed with educational endnotes 
about space exploration. Includes audio singalong 

and video animation.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   

9781782850984   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

STEM is the integration of science, technology, engineering 
and math. Careers in STEM are growing at a much higher 
rate than in other fields, so kids who get a leg up on STEM 
learning will have a head start in their future!

Unlock the secrets of the universe with 
mind-blowing nonfiction and whimsical sci-fi.

Barefoot Books Build-a-Story Cards
Space Quest
Illustrated by Christiane Engel

AGES 3 – 10  |  Blast into space with 36 wordless 
storytelling cards, featuring over 30 games to build 
problem-solving skills! The colorful cards invite 
children to create stories about astronauts, aliens 
and more. With quirky illustrations by celebrated 
artist Christiane Engel, these Build-a-Story cards 
will captivate budding sci-fi fans and future 
astronomers alike.
DECK OF 36 CARDS   WITH 8-PAGE ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET    
BOX SIZE 4½ X 5½ X 1¼ IN   9781782859345   $12.99 usd / $16.99 cad

STEM
At Barefoot Books, we value . . . Interior from Space Song Rocket Ride

Barefoot Books Solar System
Written by Anne Jankéliowitch and illustrated by Annabelle Buxton

AGES 8 – 12 |  Shoot for the moon and beyond with this stunning guide to our solar system! 
Space-loving kids will expand their astronomy, physics and chemistry knowledge with each 
fully-illustrated, detailed page about planets, stars, telescopes, space travel and more. 
The glow-in-the-dark pull-out poster will entrance future astronauts and reinforce STEM 
knowledge. A strong companion to the celebrated Barefoot Books World Atlas.
52 PAGES   10 X 11¾ IN   6 FOLD-OUT BOOKLETS, 13 GATEFOLDS AND A 29½ X 17¼ IN PULL-OUT MAP   
HARDCOVER   9781782858232   $19.99 usd / $24.99 cad

“. . . sure to bring wonder and 
learning for budding astronomers, 

scientists and astronauts”  
— Youth Services Review

Lift the flaps for 
extra knowledge!

•  Travel through illustrated
pages featuring the eight
planets that orbit the sun

•  Spark curiosity with
fun facts about stars,
telescopes, galaxies and more

With  
glow-in- 
the-dark 
cover and 
 poster! 

Interior from Barefoot Books Solar System

Illustrations from Barefoot Books Solar System
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Stories from  
Around the World   
4 Tales of  
Friendship & Loyalty

Celebrate friendship 
and loyalty and nurture 
global awareness with 
stories from Algonquian 
Nations, South Africa, 
Russia and Chile.
9781782858287   
$24.99 usd / $31.99 cad

Stories from Around the World Chapter Books Boxed Sets  
AGES 6 + |  Fully illustrated chapter books mesmerize young readers!
10 X 9¾ IN   BOX 5½ X 8⅛ X 2 IN   SET OF 4 PAPERBACK CHAPTER BOOKS

Stories from  
Around the World   
4 Tales of  
Persistence & Grit

Learn about courage 
and perseverance  
with stories from 
Zambia, Russia,  
Ireland and Brazil.
9781782858270   
$24.99 usd / $31.99 cad

The Little Red Hen
Retold by Mary Finch 
Illustrated by Kate Slater 
Narrated by Debra Messing

AGES 3 – 7 |  How will the 
Little Red Hen transform a 
seed into bread? 
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
PAPERBACK  WITH AUDIO   
9781782850410   $8.99 usd /$10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK    
9781846867538   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Picture Book Classics

Global Chapter Books

For more chapter books, visit our website!

The Gigantic Turnip
Retold by Aleksei Tolstoy, illustrated by Niamh Sharkey  
and narrated by Imelda Staunton

AGES 3 – 7 |  How many people —and animals!— will 
it take to extract the massive turnip in the garden? 
40 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
PAPERBACK  WITH AUDIO   9781905236589   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK   9781841483962   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Make every day Earth Day with

books that honor the natural world.
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The Barefoot Book of Earth Tales
Retold by Dawn Casey and illustrated by Anne Wilson

AGES 5 – 11 |  Follow the Sun Mother, a brave Comanche 
girl and a thoughtful Welsh couple as they care for  
the planet in this anthology of 7 tales from  
around the world. 
96 PAGES   9 X 11 IN    
PAPERBACK   9781846869419   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad

The Barefoot Book  
of Animal Tales
From Around the World
Retold by Naomi Adler 
Illustrated by Amanda Hall

AGES 5 – 11 |  With these 9  
traditional tales, you’ll meet 
extraordinary animals and  
learn the importance of  
caring for the planet. 
80 PAGES   8½ X 10⅜ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781782853961   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad

Global Folk Tale Collections

Interiors and illustrations from 
The Barefoot Book of Earth Tales

Stories from 
Around the World   
4 Tales of Problem-
Solving & Wit

Encourage ingenuity 
with stories from 
Cambodia, Korea, 
Italy and Mexico.
9781782858263   
$24.99 usd / $31.99 cad
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Global Kids   50+ Games, Crafts,  
Recipes & More from Around the World
Written by Homa Sabet Tavangar and illustrated by Sophie Fatus

AGES 5+ |  Discover 50+ hands-on activities divided 
into 5 categories to teach children about crafts, food, 
games, festivals and ways of helping others around the 
world. Bright artwork by Sophie Fatus enhances the 
easy-to-follow steps on each card. Global Kids offers 
educators, librarians, parents and caregivers alike 
an interactive, powerful resource for raising the next 
generation of global citizens. 
DECK OF 50 CARDS WITH 8-PAGE ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET    
BOX SIZE 5½ X 7¼ X 1¼ IN   9781782858294   $14.99 usd / $19.99 cad  

Explore over 50 countries and 
cultures with easy-to-follow, 
hands-on activities!

Homa Sabet Tavangar is the author of Global Kids,  
co-author of five books for global educators and a trusted 
advisor on global citizenship. Born in Iran, she has lived on 

four continents and has heritage in four world religions.

Let’s Celebrate!   Special Days Around the World
Written by Kate DePalma and illustrated by Martina Peluso

AGES 4 – 10 |  Lyrical, sensory nonfiction text and vibrant  
illustrations invite readers to experience a child’s-eye  
view of 13 special days around the world, such as Spring  
Festival, Inti Raymi, Eid al-Fitr, Día de Muertos and  
New Yam Festival. Includes a global festival calendar  
and notes about why we celebrate.
40 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782858331   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782858348   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Learn about special days
from 13 countries!
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Illustrations from Global Kids

Interiors from  
Barefoot Books  

Children of the World

From the very beginning, we’ve sparked children’s 
imaginations with stories from all over the world. 
Our global books are designed to introduce kids to 
people who think and live differently from them and 
open their minds to new perspectives and cultures. 

Global Awareness
At Barefoot Books, we value . . .

Children of the  
World Memory Game
Illustrated by Sophie Fatus

AGES 4 – 9 |  Meet children from many 
cultures  with this colorful matching 
game! A fun way to build memory.
72 CARDS   BOX SIZE 8 X 8½ X 1 IN    
9781846865374   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad

 Includes 15 pages 
of educational 

notes!

 “. . . Strikes a lovely balance between celebrating 
individuality while recognizing the rewards of 
community” — Publishers Weekly, starred review

“VERDICT: An excellent introduction to cultural 
diversity for public and school libraries and 
elementary classrooms” — School Library Journal

Grow up global with books  
and activities that unite us all!

Barefoot Books Children of the World
Written by Tessa Strickland and Kate DePalma and illustrated by David Dean

AGES 3 – 10 |  Discover what makes childhood special all over the world! Children  
of the World makes for a delightful family, library or classroom read-aloud that’s  
sure to spark timely discussions about diversity, inclusion and acceptance.
64 PAGES   10 X 11¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782852964   $19.99 usd / $24.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782853329   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad
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Interior from From My Window

A Junior 
Library Guild 

Gold Standard 
Selection

We’re Roaming  
in the Rainforest
An Amazon Adventure
Written by Laurie Krebs  
Illustrated by Anne Wilson

AGES 4 – 10 |  Learn how pink 
dolphins, poison dart frogs  
and leaf-cutter ants spend  
their days in this trip through  
the rainforest.
40 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781846865459   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 

Off We Go to Mexico!
An Adventure in the Sun
Written by Laurie Krebs   
Illustrated by Christopher Corr

AGES 4 – 10 |  Explore vibrant Mexico and meet 
some of the people and animals who live there!
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
PAPERBACK   9781846861598   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK   9781846860140   
 $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

• AMERICAS •

 “Júnior, a writer who grew up in a 
favela in Rio de Janeiro, has created a loving tribute  
to his home. . .paintings by Starkoff are an artfully  

composed quilt of colors and activity. . .with intimate, 
relatable moments of fun, joy and resilience”

— Publishers Weekly, starred review

From My Window
Written by Otávio Júnior 
Illustrated by Vanina Starkoff

AGES 4 – 10 |  What do you  
see from your window? This 
#OwnVoices picture book from  
Brazil offers a firsthand view of  
what children growing up in  
the favelas of Rio de Janeiro  
see every day. A vibrant and  
diverse celebration of urban  
community life.
40 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
HARDCOVER    9781782859772  
 $17.99 usd / $22.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782859789    
$9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Photo credit: Otávio Júnior and Vanina Starkoff 
We’re Sailing to Galapagos

A  Week in the Pacific
Written by Laurie Krebs 

Illustrated by Grazia Restelli

AGES 4 – 10 |  Spend a week in the  
Galapagos Islands! Delight future  
explorers with information about  

18 animals, Darwin and more. 
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK    

9781846861024   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 

 Explore new pla
ces and meet new faces! 

A  WORLD
   OF FRIENDS

Illustrations  
from A Gift for Amma

Lin Yi’s Lantern
A Moon Festival Tale

Written by Brenda Williams 
Illustrated by Benjamin Lacombe

AGES 5 – 9 |  Lin Yi wants a red 
rabbit lantern for the Moon 

Festival. When his mother 
sends him to market, will he 
buy the things she needs —  

or what he wants? 
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK   

9781846867934   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 

 “An excellent story for 
young readers to enhance their 
understanding of color and an 

aspect of traditional Indian culture”  
— School Library Journal, starred review

The Great Race
The Story of the Chinese Zodiac
Written by Dawn Casey  
Illustrated by Anne Wilson

AGES 4 – 9 |  Follow 12 animals 
as they compete in a madcap 
swimming race and help create 
the lunar calendar!
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
PAPERBACK   9781846862021   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Catch that Goat!  
 A Market Day in Nigeria

Written and illustrated by Polly Alakija

AGES 3 – 7 |  Ayoka’s goat  
has run away on market day, 

leaving chaos in its wake! Help 
Ayoka search for her goat, and 

practice counting down from  
10 to 1 along the way.

40 PAGES   7¾ X 11⅜ IN    
PAPERBACK   9781846860577    

$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

African Tales   A Barefoot Collection
Retold by Gcina Mhlophe and illustrated by Rachel Griffin

AGES 8+ |  Get swept away by 8 traditional tales  
from various African nations! 
96 PAGES   9 X 11 IN   PAPERBACK    
9781782853596   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad

Indian Tales   A Barefoot Collection
Retold by Shenaaz Nanji and illustrated by Christopher Corr

AGES 8+ |  Discover India’s incredible diversity with 
these 8 folktales, each from a different Indian state! 
96 PAGES   9 X 11 IN   PAPERBACK   9781782853572   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad

We All Went on Safari
A Counting Journey through Tanzania

Written by Laurie Krebs and illustrated by Julia Cairns

AGES 4 – 10 |  Trek through the grasslands  
of Tanzania, which is famous for its  

beautiful, vast wilderness.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK   9781841481197    

$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK    

9781905236084    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

• AFRICA •

• ASIA •

A Gift for Amma
Market Day in India
Written by Meera Sriram  
Illustrated by Mariona Cabassa
AGES 4 – 9 |  In this 
#OwnVoices book inspired 
by the author’s hometown 
of Chennai, India, a girl 
explores the vibrant rainbow 
of delights in a southern 
Indian street market as she 
searches for a gift for her 
amma (mother). Includes 
educational endnotes about 
markets around the world.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781646860616   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646860623    
$8.99 usd ⁄ $10.99 cad    
SPANISH PAPERBACK    
9781646860630   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

 “A must-have 
for primary 

libraries seeking 
fresh material”  

— Foreword Reviews, 
starred review

We’re Sailing  
Down the Nile
A Journey through Egypt   
Written by Laurie Krebs 
Illustrated by Anne Wilson

AGES 4 – 10 |  Learn about 
ancient Egyptians as you sail 
along the Nile on a felucca.
40 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781846861949   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Chandra’s Magic Light
A Story in Nepal
Written by Theresa Heine  
Illustrated by Judith Gueyfier

AGES 5 – 10 |  When their family’s 
smoky oil lamp starts making 
their baby brother cough, sisters 
Chandra and Deena head to a nearby 
mountain village to find a new, clean 
way to light their home. Includes 
facts about Nepal and a solar-
powered oven activity.
40 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
PAPERBACK    9781846868665   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad
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Barefoot Books  
Amazing Places
Written by Miralda Colombo   
Illustrated by Beatrice Cerocchi

AGES 8 – 12 |  Explore the 
stories of fifteen incredible 
landmarks, from Angkor 
Wat to Stonehenge to 
the Colosseum, in this 
comprehensive illustrated 
guide. Readers will get to 
know the people who built 
these places of wonder, the 
best ways to visit them and 
their mysteries that still 
puzzle historians today. 
64 PAGES   10 X 11¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781646860678  
$19.99 usd / $24.99 cad

Go on globe-trotting 
 adventures from the 
      comfort of your 

own home!

Learn fun facts:
•  Why do you need to wear socks when

you visit the Taj Mahal?

•  Where might a llama join your selfie?

•  What makes the city of Petra look pink?

“Explore the history, geography, 
and lore of each site . . . 

Travelogue-worthy practical 
tips help plan when to visit,  

what to pack, and even how to 
     enjoy these wonders from the  

         comfort of home” 
 — Foreword Reviews

Illustrations and interiors from Barefoot Books Amazing Places

My Granny Went to Market
A Round-the-World  
Counting Rhyme
Written by Stella Blackstone 
Illustrated by Christopher Corr

AGES 3 – 7 |  Help Granny count  
the souvenirs she collects as she  
spins around the world on a  
magic-carpet shopping trip!
24 PAGES  10 X 9¾ IN    
PAPERBACK   9781905236626   
 $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK   9781846860904   
$7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Cities of the World  
Memory Game  
Illustrated by David Dean

AGES 4 – 10 |  Learn about  
the  world’s greatest cities  
and buildings and practice  
matching landmarks  
with the city and country  
where they’re found. 
72 CARDS   BOX SIZE 8 X 8½ X 1 IN   
9781782852209     
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 

Barefoot Books World Atlas
Written by Nick Crane and illustrated by David Dean

AGES 8 – 12 | Ever wondered how cold it gets in Siberia? Or how many islands are in 
the Pacific Ocean? Our bestselling interactive atlas is packed with intriguing icons 

and facts to take young explorers wherever they want to go.
52 PAGES   10 X 11¾ IN    

12 FOLD-OUT BOOKLETS, 6 GATEFOLDS AND A 29 X 17 IN PULL-OUT MAP    
HARDCOVER   US: 9781846863332   $19.99 usd      

CA: 9781846863325   $24.99 cad

Barefoot Books  
World Atlas Sticker Book
Written by Nick Crane 
Illustrated by David Dean

AGES 4 – 10 |  The 450+ reusable 
stickers in this oversized, 32-
page collection guide children 
on a fact-packed journey around 
the world, teaching them 
about each region’s people, 
plants, animals and landmarks. 
This engaging companion to 
the Barefoot Books World Atlas 
includes a labeled, pull-out 
world map poster.
32 PAGES   10 X 11¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781782858300   $12.99 usd / $16.99 cad

Includes over 450  
reusable stickers and a

pull-out world map poster!

Test your 
memory 
skills!

Barefoot World Atlas App  $4.99 usd / higher in Canada

This updated version of our show-stopping interactive app presents the 
same beautifully illustrated 3D globe and rich multimedia features, but with 
streamlined navigation, improved search function and reduced file size. 
Additional content on world art, cities and more is now included, and  
a new “surprise” option allows children to jump to a random place on  
the globe just by shaking their device. Better than ever, this educational 
adventure invites children to immerse themselves in the  
diverse cultures and natural beauty of our planet. 

Available on the App StoreTM 
for iPad® and iPhone®.

“With its emphasis on sustainability, 
interconnectedness, and diversity, [this atlas] 

offers young armchair travelers and globe-trotters 
much to discover” — Publishers Weekly
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The Right Place
Written by Beatrice Masini  
Illustrated by Simona Mulazzani

AGES 3 – 7 |  A lonely squirrel 
searches for a new home and 
discovers that the best place is one 
where the whole community can 
live together. Ideal for starting 
conversations about coping with 
loneliness and what makes a place 
feel like home.
24 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782859819   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782859826    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

The Bread Pet   A Sourdough Story
Written by Kate DePalma and illustrated by Nelleke Verhoeff

AGES 4 – 9 |  Cora promises to keep Uncle JB’s Bread Pet alive but didn’t anticipate 
its exponential growth!  She needs to come up with a solution  — and fast! This 

whimsical story about family, creativity and community will inspire young makers to 
share their gifts with others. Includes notes on baking bread and growing your own 

“Bread Pet” sourdough starter. 
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN   PAPERBACK   9781646860654   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

The Tiny Baker   Written by Hayley Barrett and illustrated by Alison Jay

AGES 3 – 8 |  Enter a fantastical world, created in vivid detail with  
illustrations by Alison Jay and clever, lyrical rhymes. Insect customers  
clamor to dine at the tiny baker’s cafe, but when the ladybug chefs  
fly off and upend the pristine bakery’s kitchen, the tiny baker learns  
an important lesson about friendship. 
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   HARDCOVER   9781646860708   $17.99 usd / $22.99 cad

The Value of Community 

Seeing Past Differences

Just Like Brothers
Written by Elizabeth Baguley 
Illustrated by Aurélie Blanz

AGES 3 – 7 |  A heartwarming story about 
a small boy and a young wolf cub who  
are told to fear each other — only to  
find that they have more in common  
than their mothers ever dreamed.  
This simple but profound story makes 
it easy to start conversations about 
prejudice, empathy and trust.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782853459   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad    
PAPERBACK   9781782853466   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

My Panda Sweater
Written by Gilles Baum  
Illustrated by Barroux

AGES 4 – 8 |  A child donates her 
beloved panda sweater, and 
through this act of sacrifice gains 
a new friend. With whimsical, 
contemporary artwork, this story 
balances the topic of selflessness  
with humor and heart. 
24 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782859796   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad    
PAPERBACK   9781782859802    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

The Boy Who Grew Flowers
Written by Jen Wojtowicz 

Illustrated by Steve Adams

AGES 4 – 9 |  Discover the story 
of an unusual boy with an 

incredible secret, and how his 
life changes when a kind new 

girl joins his class. Inspired by 
the experiences of a child on 

the autism spectrum.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    

PAPERBACK   9781846867491    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 

FRENCH PAPERBACK   9781782851424   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

The Girl with a Brave Heart  
A Tale from Tehran
Written by Rita Jahanforuz  
Illustrated by Vali Mintzi

AGES 6 – 10 |  Shiraz lives a lonely 
life with her stepmother and 
stepsister, completely unaware 
of the old woman who lives next 
door . . . until Shiraz’s runaway 
yarn ball brings them face-to-
face. This beautiful story  
from Tehran-born Israeli pop 
star Rita Jahanforuz explores 
the value of listening to others 
and empathy.
40 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN   PAPERBACK   
9781846869310   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

 “Coming to the aid of a friend  
benefits everyone in this gratifying tale” 

— Booklist, starred review

Incorporates STEM concepts like exponential 
growth, measurement and fermentation.

Compassionate characters teach 
young readers the power of kindness.

Mama Panya’s Pancakes
A Village Tale from Kenya
Written by Mary and Rich Chamberlin  
Illustrated by Julia Cairns

AGES 4 – 10 |  Watch “a little bit” turn into a 
delicious feast as everyone shares what they 
have in this delightful take on “Stone Soup.”
40 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
PAPERBACK   9781905236640   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK   9781782850724    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
FRENCH PAPERBACK   9781782852995    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

“A great introduction to the  
landscape and people of East Africa. 
A strong selection for a read-aloud”

— School Library Journal

Interiors and illustrations from Mama Panya’s Pancakes
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Emily’s Tiger
Written and illustrated by Miriam Latimer

AGES 3 – 7 |  When Emily’s temper flares, 
she turns into a tiger! Will Granny be able 
to help Emily find her inner calm? Talk 
about frustration and anger — and how 
to handle them — with this fun story. 
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781846865947   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 

Lola’s Fandango
Written by Anna Witte, illustrated by Micha  
Archer and narrated by The Amador Family

AGES 4 – 10 |  Little Lola is tired of living in her 
big sister’s shadow. When she starts taking 
secret flamenco lessons from her Papi, will 
she find the courage to share her new skill 
with the world? 
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN   PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO   
9781782853985   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO    
9781782850663   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Jojo and the Food Fight!
Written by Didier Lévy 
Illustrated by Nathalie Dieterlé

AGES 3 – 7 |  When a food fight frenzy erupts 
in the jungle, a little elephant named Jojo 
hatches a silly plan to help all the angry 
animals become friends again.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN 
HARDCOVER   9781782854098   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782854104   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

The Last Hazelnut
Written by Susanna Isern  
Illustrated by Mariana Ruiz Johnson

AGES 4 –8 |  When two woodland friends have 
a misunderstanding over who ate the last 
hazelnut, they eventually find that holding a 
grudge is a lot less rewarding than mending 
their relationship. 
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781646860555   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646860562   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

The Book Tree
Written by Paul Czajak 
Illustrated by Rashin Kheiriyeh

AGES 4 – 9 |  When Arlo 
accidentally drops a book on the 
Mayor’s head, the Mayor decides 
to destroy all the books in town! 
But thanks to Arlo’s imagination 
and perseverance, the Mayor finds 
that suppressing stories cannot 
stop them from blossoming more 
beautifully than ever.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782854050    
$17.99 usd / $22.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782859963    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK   9781646860326   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Herb, The Vegetarian Dragon
Written by Jules Bass 
Illustrated by Debbie Harter

AGES 5 – 8 |  Herb loves to grow 
vegetables, but all his fellow 
dragons prefer gobbling meat! 
When his peaceful ways get him in 
big trouble, he’ll discover how just 
one person (or dragon!) can make 
a big difference.
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
PAPERBACK   9781905236473    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad    
FRENCH PAPERBACK   9781782853268   
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

“Herb’s story tells the tale of the future”
— Sir Paul McCartney

“. . . even censorship 
cannot stop ideas 
from growing and 
blooming” — Emily 

Golightly, ESL Teacher, 
President of the 
Crystal Coast  

Reading Council

Standing up for beliefs Managing conflicts

Illustration from The Book Tree

How can kids learn to thrive through the twists and turns of growing up? 
With inspiring characters like those in our books for social-emotional learning 
(SEL)! For 28 years, our relatable characters have acted as role models for children, 
helping them build the social and emotional skills they’ll need for navigating life.Social-Emotional Learning

At Barefoot Books, we value . . .

Interior from La Frontera

Dance like a Leaf
Written by AJ Irving and illustrated by Claudia Navarro

AGES 4 – 9 |  As her grandmother’s health declines, a young 
girl begins to lovingly take the lead in their shared autumn 
traditions. Poetic prose paired with evocative illustrations 
make for a beautiful celebration of life and a gentle 
introduction to the death of a loved one. 
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781646860579   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646860586   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK  9781646860593   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad 
FRENCH PAPERBACK   9781646860609   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

 “An authentic and 
humanizing perspective 

on immigration”
— School Library Journal, 

starred review

 “So simple, 
but so beautiful”

— Booklist, starred review

La Frontera   
El viaje con papá / My Journey with Papa
Written by Deborah Mills and Alfredo Alva and 
illustrated by Claudia Navarro

AGES 4 – 10 |  Join a young boy and his father on 
an arduous journey from Mexico to the United 
States to find a new life. They’ll need all the 
courage they can muster to safely cross the 
border — la frontera — and to make a home 
for themselves in a new land. This #OwnVoices 
tale is told in both Spanish and English.
48 PAGES   9¾ X 10⅜ IN    
BILINGUAL SPANISH HARDCOVER    
9781782853886   $17.99 usd / $22.99 cad 
BILINGUAL SPANISH PAPERBACK    
9781782853923   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

A Junior Library 
Guild Gold 
Standard Selection

A 2018 Foreword  
Indies Finalist

Build  
resilience with  
tales of courage, 
conviction and  
compromise.

A Place to Stay
A Shelter Story
Written by Erin Gunti 
Illustrated by Estelí Meza

AGES 5 – 9 |  During her first night 
at a women’s shelter, a young 
girl struggles to accept her new 
situation. But with her mom’s 
help, she uses her imagination to 
transform her surroundings and 
adjust to this new place. 
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN   HARDCOVER   
9781782858249   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782858256    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Here and There
Written by Tamara Ellis Smith and illustrated by Evelyn Daviddi

AGES 3 –8 |  A young boy experiences the early stages of 
his parents’ separation and finds hope in the beauty and 
music of nature. This tale of personal growth will provide 
a much-needed mirror for children in times of change. 
32 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782857419   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782857426   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

“Offers affirmation and hope 
for kids navigating parental 
separation” — Kirkus Reviews

 “. . . a lovely reflection on the seasons of life, and a 
gentle lead-in to discussion of death and renewal”

— School Library Journal, starred review

Strong 
 KIDS

Navigating tough transitions
Illustrations from Here and There
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Interiors from My Big Barefoot Book 

of Wonderful Words

A Day in the Life
Books that reinforce daily routines 
and diverse communities are just  
right for social-emotional learning.

The Sounds around Town
Written and illustrated by Maria Carluccio

AGES 0 – 4 |  Toddlers will delight in recognizing familiar 
sounds, places and routines in this lively, interactive 
book. Vibrant collage illustrations help children make 
sense of the world they see around them.
24 PAGES   8¾ X 8¾ IN   LARGE BOARD BOOK   
9781782852810   $14.99 usd / $18.99 cad

My Big Barefoot Book of 
French & English Words
BILINGUAL FRENCH HARDCOVER   
9781782852957   $19.99 usd  / $24.99 cad

My Big Barefoot Book of 
Spanish & English Words
BILINGUAL SPANISH HARDCOVER   
9781782852865   $19.99 usd / $24.99 cad

Also in bilingual Spanish and bilingual French! 

My Big Barefoot Book of Wonderful Words
Illustrated by Sophie Fatus

AGES 2 – 6 |  With its urban setting and diverse cast of characters,  
Wonderful Words is carefully crafted to build  vocabulary  
for our modern world. Each scene teems with people,  
places and things, labeled for learning new words. 
48 PAGES   10 X 11¾ IN   HARDCOVER   9781782850922   $19.99 usd / $24.99 cad

Mummy, What’s in Your Tummy?
Written and illustrated by Bernardita Romero

AGES 0 – 4 |  With lyrical text, gentle  
humor and a sweet representation of the  

mother-child relationship, this imaginative 
story is the perfect way to help siblings 

prepare for a new baby’s arrival.
20 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK   9781782859765   

$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Baby’s First Words
Written by Stella Blackstone and Sunny Scribens 
Illustrated by Christiane Engel 

AGES 0 – 3 | Develop baby’s vocabulary  
with a groundbreaking book starring  
a toothy toddler and her 2 dads! 
20 PAGES   5½ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK  
 9781782858720   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 
BILINGUAL SPANISH BOARD BOOK    
9781782858737   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

BookTrust Selections  Over 1 million copies sold!

Baby’s Day Gift Set
AGES 0 – 2 |  The 4 board books in the Baby’s Day Gift Set 
invite interaction at playtime, mealtime, naptime and 
more to strengthen the caregiver-child bond throughout 
the day. With black and white photos of a wide variety 
of faces and chic, high-contrast design, the Baby’s Day 
series makes for a stylish, inclusive, lasting gift.
4 BOARD BOOKS   14 PAGES EACH   6½ X 6½ X 2¼ IN   
9781782857723   $24.99 usd / $29.99 cad  

Baby Play   Written by Skye Silver
BOARD BOOK   9781782857280   $6.99 usd / $8.99 cad 
BILINGUAL SPANISH BOARD BOOK   9781782857365   $6.99 usd / $8.99 cad

Baby Talk   Written by Stella Blackstone
BOARD BOOK   9781782852223   $6.99 usd / $8.99 cad 
BILINGUAL SPANISH BOARD BOOK   9781782853503   $6.99 usd / $8.99 cad

Baby Food   Written by Stefanie Paige Wieder
BOARD BOOK   9781782857303   $6.99 usd / $8.99 cad 
BILINGUAL SPANISH BOARD BOOK   9781782857389    $6.99 usd / $8.99 cad

Baby Dream   Written by Sunny Scribens
BOARD BOOK   9781782857297   $6.99 usd / $8.99 cad    
BILINGUAL SPANISH BOARD BOOK   9781782857372    $6.99 usd / $8.99 cad

Also available in 
bilingual Spanish! 

Night and Day
Written by Teresa Porcella 
Illustrated by Sophie Fatus

AGES 0 – 4 |  Rhythmic, patterned 
text reinforces the concepts of day 
and night, while the helpful animals 
encourage social-emotional skills.
16 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN   
LIFT-THE-FLAP BOARD BOOK    
9781782859741   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Wild Week
Written by Teresa Porcella 
Illustrated by Carmen Queralt

AGES 0 – 4 |  Turn the pages and 
lift the flaps of this whimsical, 
colorful board book to reinforce 
learning the days of the week 
and rooms of the house.
16 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN    
LIFT-THE-FLAP BOARD BOOK   
9781782859758    
$8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Illustration from My Big Barefoot Book of Wonderful Words

Raising a reader starts at birth! Our board 
books are designed to ignite babies’ and 
toddlers’ love of reading and to lay the 
foundation for early learning. We choose 
bold, high-contrast illustrations and craft 
simple, interactive plots to keep little eyes 
glued to the pages — and looking for 
more books to read throughout their lives!

Early Learning
At Barefoot Books, we value . . .
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Math
Early

Open up a world of learning 
with joyful books that make 

early mathematics fun!

One Moose, Twenty Mice
Written by Stella Blackstone and illustrated by Clare Beaton

AGES 1 – 4 |  Count from 1 to 20 with 1 moose, 2 
crabs, 3 ladybugs and many more! Toddlers will 
love pointing out the silly cat on each page.
32 PAGES    
6⅝ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK   9781841482859   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 
10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK   9781841481296   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Counting & Number Recognition

Lift the flaps in  
this math question-
and-answer book!

Number Circus 
Written by Sylvie Misslin and illustrated by Steffie Brocoli

AGES 3 – 7 |  Build early mathematics skills like 
counting, number recognition, understanding 

relative quantity and size and more with  
this large, sturdy lift-the-flaps book.

22 PAGES   9½ X 12½ IN   HARDCOVER   9781782857655    
$19.99 usd / $24.99 cad   

Illustrations from Number Circus

Interior from Number Circus

Interior from One Moose, Twenty Mice

Fast and Slow
BOARD BOOK   
9781846869525   
$6.99 usd / $8.99 cad 
BILINGUAL SPANISH 
BOARD BOOK   
9781782857679   
$6.99 usd / $8.99 cad

Big and Small
BOARD BOOK   
9781846869518   
$6.99 usd / $8.99 cad 
BILINGUAL SPANISH 
BOARD BOOK   
9781782857662   
$6.99 usd / $8.99 cad

Illustrated by Britta Teckentrup
AGES 0 – 4   14 PAGES   6⅝ X 6½ IN   

These stylish and simple board books encourage 
comparisons of everyday opposites.

A Junior Library Guild
Gold Standard Selection

Will You Help Doug Find His Dog?
Written by Jane Caston 
Illustrated by Carmen Saldaña

AGES 1 – 5 |  Sort through a sea of silly dogs to help 
Doug find his canine companion! Children will 
have so much fun patting, tickling and calling to 
the different dogs that they won’t notice they’re 
practicing early math skills! 
32 PAGES   8⅝ X 8⅝ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781782853206   $14.99 usd / $19.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646860777   $8.99 usd / $10.99 cad

Sorting

Opposites

Bear on a Bike
Written by Stella Blackstone, illustrated by Debbie Harter  
and narrated by Henry Strozier

AGES 2 – 6 |  Travel with Bear on a raft, rocket and more! 
A cheerful way to introduce modes of transportation.
24 PAGES   6⅝ X 6½ IN BOARD BOOK WITH AUDIO   
9781841483757   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK   
9781905236985   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

“The diverse and  
colorful vocabulary will  

stimulate young readers” 
— Observer

Bear’s Busy Family
Written by Stella Blackstone, illustrated by Debbie Harter  
and narrated by Henry Strozier

AGES 2 – 6 |  Meet Bear’s extended family in this  
colorful romp through the 5 senses.
24 PAGES   6⅝ X 6½ IN BOARD BOOK WITH AUDIO   
9781841483917   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad  
10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO    
9781841481531   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Bear About Town
Written by Stella Blackstone 
Illustrated by Debbie Harter

AGES 2 – 6 |  Follow Bear as he visits the different places  
in his town and learn the days of the week along  
the way. Includes a full-spread map of the town.

24 PAGES   6⅝ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK    
9781841483733   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Cuddly Bear Plush
ALL AGES |  An adorable, cuddly version of Barefoot Books’ most 
beloved character, Bear! Little ones will love snuggling up with their 
very own soft stuffed Bear while enjoying books in the Bear series.
7 IN TALL   MACHINE-WASHABLE   9781782856481   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Bear in a Square
Written by Stella Blackstone, illustrated by Debbie Harter  
and narrated by Henry Strozier

AGES 2 – 6 |  Spot shapes like moons, hearts and  
stars — and count them as you go!
24 PAGES   6⅝ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK WITH AUDIO    
9781841482873  $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 
10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK   9781846860553   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

BasicsBear’s

Explore shapes and colors!

Interior from Bear on a Bike
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What does it take to bring a story to life, put on a 
puppet show, design a science experiment, or paint a 
masterpiece? Creativity! We aim to nurture children’s 
creativity throughout their early years with books and 
gifts that encourage them to think outside the box.

Creativity
At Barefoot Books, we value . . .

Fill each day with books and games

that spark storytelling and imagination.

Fun and Games   Everyday Play
Written by Celeste Cortright 
Illustrated by Sophie Fatus

AGES 3 – 7 |  Follow a diverse group of 
children as they enjoy their favorite 
games! Readers can delight in familiar 
play like hide-and-seek to more 
unusual activities like tangrams, all 
while learning about the importance 
of taking turns and participation. 
Includes endnotes about the cultural 
origins of the featured games and toys.
24 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
HARDCOVER   9781646860531   
$16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781646860548    
$7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

I Could Be, You Could Be
Written by Karen Owen 
Illustrated by Barroux

AGES 2 – 6 |  If you could be 
anything, what would you be? 
This fun rhyming text about the 
power of imagination features a 
reassuring message that’s perfect 
for bedtime — or anytime! 
24 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781846867637   $7.99 usd  / $9.99 cad

Busy Bear Count & Sort
Illustrated by Debbie Harter

AGES 3 – 6 |  Children 
can practice early math, 
storytelling and taking turns 
with Bear as their guide. 
30 double-sided cards and 
5 games will provide new 
challenges as children grow.
BOX SIZE 7½ X 5¼ X 1¼ IN   
CARD SIZE 3¼ X 4¾ IN    
9781782854302    
$12.99 usd / $16.99 cad

Dancing Dinos Dominoes
Illustrated by Debbie Harter

AGES 3 – 6 |  Have fun with early math 
and science, creative movement and 
taking turns with this one-of-a-kind 
domino game. Includes instructions 
for 5 games of varying difficulties.
BOX SIZE 7½ X 5¼ X 1¼ IN    
DOMINO SIZE 2¼ X 4¾ IN 
9781782854319   $12.99 usd / $16.99 cad

Thesaurus Rex
Written by Laya Steinberg  

Illustrated by Debbie Harter

AGES 3 – 7 |  Join T. Rex as he frolics, 
rollicks, frisks and romps! A delightful 

way to learn about synonyms.
24 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK    

9781841481807   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Illustrations from Fun and Games

Winner of Creative Child’s 2018 
Creative Play of the Year Award

Winner of the Tillywig 2018  
Parents’ Favorite Products Award

Ocean Adventure
Illustrated by Debbie Harter   9781782857396

Set sail for strong mathematics and writing skills 
with 30+ games! The Ocean Adventure deck invites 
children to create stories about mermaids and 
pirates while practicing math skills like relative 
size, measurement, estimation and addition. 
Features bright artwork by Port Side Pirates! and 
Bear series illustrator Debbie Harter.

Community Helpers
Illustrated by Sophie Fatus   9781782857402

Explore what makes a community 
happy and safe with these 36 
wordless cards. Kids will love 
creating stories with firefighters, 
kid superheroes and other 
community helpers, using the 
color-coded character, setting and 
object cards. The Community Helpers 
deck highlights the importance 
of teamwork, responsibility and 
kindness in making a community a 
better place for everyone.

Magical Castle
Illustrated by Miriam Latimer   9781782853831

Piece together creative stories about dragons, 
castles, magic and more when you join Ruby and 
her little brother Leon on exciting adventures! 
Featuring artwork by Barefoot illustrator Miriam 
Latimer, the award-winning Magical Castle story 
cards deck is designed to reinforce social-
emotional learning with 30+ games that grow 
with children aged 3–10.

Barefoot Books Build-a-Story Cards
AGES 3 – 10   DECK OF 36 CARDS    
WITH 8-PAGE ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET    
BOX SIZE 4½ X 5½ X 1¼ IN    
$12.99 usd / $16.99 cad

setting cards

object cards

character cards

With each deck:

·  Play 30+ games created
by an education specialist
for kids ages 3-10

·   Develop storytelling and
writing skills

·  Build unique stories with
color-coded cards

Space Quest
Illustrated by Christiane Engel   9781782859345

Blast into space with 36 wordless storytelling 
cards, featuring over 30 games to build problem-
solving skills! The colorful cards invite children 
to create stories about characters that include 
astronauts, aliens, space ships and whimsical 
planets. With quirky illustrations by celebrated 
artist Christiane Engel, this new addition to the 
Build-a-Story Cards series will captivate budding 
sci-fi fans and future astronomers alike.

Mix-and-match between 
all 4 decks for even more 

creative stories!
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1 Read the colorful books 2 Listen to the catchy tunes 3 Watch the lively animations

Dance and  
Sing Along
Jumpstart multi-sensory learning with educational

singalong books that get kids moving!

Whole World
Illustrated by Christopher Corr and sung by Fred Penner

AGES 3 – 7 |  An eco-conscious twist on  
the classic song.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781782858553   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK WITH CD    
9781782858560   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

If  You’re Happy and You Know It!
Written by Anna McQuinn, illustrated by  
Sophie Fatus and sung by Susan Reed

AGES 3 – 7 |  Clap your hands and stomp 
your feet with kids from 36 countries.
24 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN  
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781846866197   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

The More We Get Together
Written by Celeste Cortright, illustrated by Betania 
Zacarias and sung by Audra Mariel & Kena Anae

AGES 3 – 7 |  Work together with four kids 
to make their neighborhood healthier, 
friendlier and greener for everyone.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
HARDCOVER WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781782859321   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   9781782859338   
$9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes
Written by Skye Silver, illustrated by Mariana  
Ruiz Johnson and sung by Chris Mears

AGES 3 – 7 |  Develop healthy habits for  
growing bodies and minds with a fresh twist 
on a classic movement singalong. Follow a 
family through their day as they engage in 
healthy habits from good hygiene to reading. 
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
HARDCOVER WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
 9781646860685   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781646860692   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Get footloose with familiar favorites

Port Side Pirates!
Written by Oscar Seaworthy, illustrated by Debbie Harter and sung by Mark Collins

AGES 3 – 7 | Set sail with a lively band of buccaneers and find fun pirate facts at the end.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   9781846866678   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

A Hole in the Bottom of the Sea
Retold by Jessica Law, illustrated by Jill McDonald and sung by The Flannery Brothers

AGES 3 – 7 | Swim with 5 sea creatures in this tongue-twisting singalong that  
introduces the marine food chain.
24 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   9781846868627   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Five Little Mermaids
Written by Sunny Scribens, illustrated by Barbara Vagnozzi and sung by Audra Mariel

AGES 3 – 7 | Sing and swim on an undersea journey, counting down from 5 to 0.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN   HARDCOVER WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   9781782858317   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   9781782858324   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Dance deep into the ocean!

4 Sing & dance along 5 Learn with the nonfiction notes at the end

Illustration from Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

My Friend Robot!
Written by Sunny Scribens, illustrated by 
Hui Skipp and sung by Norma Jean Wright

AGES 3 – 7 | Join these makers — 
and a robot — as they build a 
treehouse with simple machines.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781782853237   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Space Song Rocket Ride
Written by Sunny Scribens, illustrated by 
David Sim and sung by Mark Collins

AGES 3 – 7 | Blast off through  
our solar system to visit moons, 
planets and more!
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   
9781782850984   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

The Animal Boogie
Illustrated by Debbie Harter 
Sung by Fred Penner

AGES 3 – 7 |  Dance with 8 kids 
and their animal pals through 
the jungles of India.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781846866203   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK WITH CD   
9781841489131   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Driving my Tractor
Written by Jan Dobbins, illustrated by 
David Sim and sung by SteveSongs

AGES 3 – 7 | How many farm animals 
can fit in the trailer? Repetition and 
rhythm encourage learning in this 
multi-season animal adventure.
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   
9781846866647   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

We All Go Traveling By
Written by Sheena Roberts, illustrated  
by Siobhan Bell and sung by Fred Penner

AGES 3 – 7 | Point out colors and 
modes of transportation as you 
zoom, beep and rumble your way 
to school.
24 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781846866555   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Dinosaur Rap
Written by John Foster, illustrated by 
Debbie Harter and sung by Mikey Henry Jr.

AGES 3 – 7 | Rap — and  
ROAR — along with 7  
dancing dinosaurs!
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN    
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781782853022   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Dump Truck Disco
Written by Skye Silver, illustrated by 
Christiane Engel and sung by Audra Mariel

AGES 3 – 7 | This quirky construction 
vehicle crew is on a secret mission to 
build a playground! 
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN 
HARDCOVER WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   
9781782854074   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad  
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO   
9781782854081   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

The Farmyard Jamboree
Written by Margaret Read MacDonald 
Illustrated by Sophie Fatus 
Sung by Bob King

AGES 3 – 7 |  Quack, moo and 
neigh along to this riotous 
cumulative song!
32 PAGES   10 X 9¾ IN 
PAPERBACK WITH AUDIO & VIDEO    
9781782858577   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad 
SPANISH PAPERBACK WITH CD   
9781782858584   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad

Over 2.5 million copies sold!

Bop along with STEM Get down with vehicles!

Jam with animals!

Our singalongs with this icon include an enhanced CD, plus online access!

Play the CD or scan the QR code to stream the video animation and song.
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MMiinndd Nurture inner strength for children of all ages.

Nurture inner strength for children of all ages.

andand BBooddyy Over 400k copies sold!

“. . . powerful, life-changing tools that open pathways to 

Also 
available

in Spanish!

Mindful Kids   50 Mindfulness Activities  
for Kindness, Focus and Calm
Written by Whitney Stewart and illustrated by Mina Braun

AGES 4+ |  Make any moment mindful from morning to 
night with cards designed to fit into each part of the day. 
Whimsical, full-color illustrations on both sides of the cards 
provide easy-to-follow steps for each practice. The cards 
and 8-page instructional booklet include tips for children of 
a wide range of abilities, making this one-of-a-kind deck an 
inclusive tool for nurturing inner peace and strength.
DECK OF 50 CARDS WITH 8-PAGE ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET    
BOX SIZE 5½ X 7¼ X 1¼ IN   
ENGLISH EDITION   9781782853275   $14.99 usd / $19.99 cad  
SPANISH EDITION   9781646860746   $14.99 usd / $19.99 cad  

Mindful Tots:  
Loving Kindness
Happy feelings  
for little ones
9781782857495

Mindful Tots:  
Animal Antics 
Focus and fun  
for little ones 
 9781782859369

Mindful Tots:  
Rest & Relax
Sleepy time  
for little ones
9781782859352

Mindful Tots   Written by Whitney Stewart and illustrated by Rocío Alejandro
AGES 2 – 4   |  Help small children build empathy and manage everyday emotions 
with sweet board books that introduce basic mindfulness techniques. 
14 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad  

Also available  
in bilingual Spanish!

Mindful Tots:  
Tummy Ride
Calming breaths  
for little ones
9781782857488

Cards from Mindful Kids

Interior from Mindful Tots: Animal Antics

inner strength and peace” — Tillywig Toy & Media Awards

Mindfulness for children as young as age 2!

Interior from Ready, Set, Go!

Ready, Set, Go!   Sports of All Sorts
Written by Celeste Cortright and illustrated by Christiane Engel

AGES 3 – 7 |  Come along on a lively, lyrical exploration 
of the world’s most beloved sports. Rhyming text 

and energetic artwork featuring a diverse group 
of children introduce the basics of eight sports 

popular around the world: baseball, track, football/
soccer, gymnastics, hockey, karate, basketball and 

swimming. Includes educational endnotes.
24 PAGES  10 X 9¾ IN    

HARDCOVER   9781782859857   $16.99 usd / $21.99 cad 
PAPERBACK   9781782859918   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad

Yoga Pretzels
50 Fun Yoga Activities for Kids & Grownups
Introduction by Baron Baptiste, written by Tara 
Guber & Leah Kalish and illustrated by Sophie Fatus

AGES 4+ |  For 15 years, parents, educators, 
dance instructors and more have increased 
children’s confidence, patience, strength 
and flexibility with our celebrated Yoga 
Pretzels activity deck. Whatever your age, 
size, physical ability or familiarity with yoga, 
these 50 colorful cards are for you! Practice 
solo or try partner poses with a friend.  
DECK OF 50 CARDS WITH 8-PAGE ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET    
BOX SIZE 5½ X 7¼ X 1¼ IN   9781905236046    
$14.99 usd / $19.99 cad  

My Daddy Is a Pretzel
Yoga for Parents and Kids
Written by Baron Baptiste and illustrated by Sophie Fatus

AGES 4+ |  Encourage reflection and  
imagination with this unique yoga book!  
Learn a range of poses and easy ways families 
can integrate yoga into their daily lives.
48 PAGES   8½ X 10¾ IN   PAPERBACK    
9781846868993   $9.99 usd / $12.99 cad 

Over 800K copies sold!

“Through these fun yoga activities, 
children can improve flexibility, grace 

and agility while at the same time 
improving inner strength, confidence 

and self esteem” — Deepak Chopra

Illustrations from Mindful Kids

Yoga Tots: Calm Bunny
Written by Tessa Strickland and illustrated by Estelí Meza

AGES 2 – 4 |  Charming illustrations and  
step-by-step instructions take little ones 
through a soothing series of basic yoga poses.
14 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK   
9781646861583   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 

Yoga Tots: Strong Puppy
Written by Tessa Strickland and illustrated by Estelí Meza

AGES 2 – 4 |  Lead very young children through a 
simple sun salutation! Playful text invites young 

yogis to pretend to be a puppy, moving their 
doggie bodies into specific yoga poses.

14 PAGES   6½ X 6½ IN   BOARD BOOK 
9781646861590   $7.99 usd / $9.99 cad 

Cards from Yoga Pretzels
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#OpenTheirWorld

To Live Barefoot is to:

step into our power as individuals who know that 
together we are part of something
more powerful than we can be on our own.

believe in the transformative 
power of storytelling

embrace the connection between  
grassroots networking and global communication

celebrate the art of story-making
in all of its forms: in songs and stories,  
arts and crafts, music and movement

tread  
softly

honor diversity  
in every sphere of life:  
cultural and social; ecological and 
economic; emotional and spiritual

encourage creative play,  
remembering that  
to play is to learn

make mistakes, 
laugh and cry, 
learn a little more, 
and  start again

balance doing with being: 
doing work with being alive

know that 
everyone 
can make a 
difference  
and everyone has 
a right to be here
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“The standard for excellence in children’s books” — Forbes

To learn more, visit www.firetheimagination.ca Call 888.780.0864

Printed in Canada

Share stories. Connect families. Inspire children.

Laugh along with the  
BIG book that fosters 

mathematics and kindness. 
See page 2

Get outside and play 
with our newest activity 

deck! See page 6

Our new yoga board 
books are tailor-made for 

toddlers! See page 10




